Automatic inference of task level parallelism is fundamental for ensuring many kinds of safety and liveness properties of parallel applications. For example, two tasks running in parallel may be involved in data races when they have conflicting memory accesses, or one is affecting the termination of another by updating shared variables. In this paper, we have considered a task-graph-based actor model, used in signal processing applications (e.g., baseband processing in wireless communication, LTE uplink processing) that are deployed on many-core platforms, in which the actors, task-graphs, and tasks are the active entities running in parallel. The actors invoke task graphs, which in turn invoke tasks, and they communicate through message passing, thus creating different kinds of dependencies and parallelism in the application. We introduce a novel May Happen in Parallel (MHP) analysis for complex parallel applications based on our computational model. The MHP analysis consists of (i) data-flow analysis applicable to parallel control-flow structures inferring MHP facts representing pairs of tasks running in parallel, (ii) identification of all direct and indirect communication by generating a context-free grammar and enumerating valid strings representing parallelism and dependencies among active entities, and (iii) inferring MHP facts when multiple task-graphs communicate. Our analysis is applicable to other computational models (e.g. Cilk or X10) too. We have fully implemented our analysis and evaluated it on signal processing applications consisting of a maximum of 36.57 million lines of code representing 232 different tasks. The analysis took approximately 7 minutes to identify all communication information and 10.5 minutes to identify 12052 executable parallel task-pairs (to analyse for concurrency bugs) proving that our analysis is scalable for industrial-sized codebases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software running on modern systems, from smartphones to autonomous vehicles, is becoming extremely complex and performance-demanding at a daunting pace. Parallel hardware, in terms of the so-called multiple core 3 processors, has been introduced to meet demands for performance while keeping power consumption under control. The computational increments brought by multiple core chips moved the performance quest from hardware to software. To exploit the physical parallelism of multiple core chips at its uttermost, we need in fact efficient parallel software. Along with efficiency, other crucial safety, liveness and security aspects such as data race freedom, atomicity, deadlock freedom, starvation freedom, to mention a few, are at least as important in many applications.
To design software able to fully leverage the computational power given by multi-core processors while keeping other aspects of parallel computation in balance is still a huge challenge in the software industry. The reason is that parallel programming is by nature more complex than sequential programming, which has shaped the mind-set of software developers throughout the years. Moreover, analysing, debugging, and testing parallel software is also more challenging than their sequential counterparts due to the enormous amount of information produced during the interleaved, nondeterministic execution of parallel processes.
Methodological aids are essential in the early development of parallel software for tuning performance and meeting correctness requirements. Understanding the inherent parallelism of a software application is essential for discovering many concurrency issues including data races, atomicity violations, deadlocks, livelocks, starvation, to mention a few. For example, in order to detect data races in an application, we need to identify two instances of program instructions, running in parallel, that have conflicting memory accesses. Historically, the analysis discovering parallelism of a given software is the May Happen in Parallel (MHP) analysis. The MHP problem aims at determining the set of pairs of program instructions whose instances can run in parallel during the execution of a given software system.
It is hard to find precise solutions to the MHP problem for many classes of programs. For instance, it becomes NP-complete when concurrent programs use rendezvouslike mechanisms for synchronous communication [1] , and even undecidable when procedure calls are introduced [2] . Existing tractable solutions of the MHP problem target various concurrent computational models and languages such as the fork-join parallelism of Cilk [3] , the async-finish parallelism of X10 [4] - [6] , the rendezvous-like synchronisation of Ada [1] , the concurrent object model of ABS [7] , and the Java concurrency model [8] , [9] .
However, parallelism is not only brought along by software code, but can be hidden beneath high-level functional models as well as the complex distributed build and deployment processes. When it comes to modern complex software systems, such as telecom applications which we experimented with, existing solutions for MHP analysis are not applicable since these systems are described in terms of high-level functional models combined with code. Thus, in order to discover parallelism from different layers of complex software systems, we need an analysis targeting both the high-level models and the code.
In this paper, we provide a novel static MHP analysis for highly parallel software systems developed according to a task-graph-based actor model. This computational model is a variation of the actor-based concurrency model introduced by Agha et al. [10] , [11] . In this model, a number of actors can run in parallel. Actors are lightweight processes without shared states; any actor may invoke instances of task-graphs describing execution scenarios for tasks on multi-core processors. More specifically, task-graphs are directed acyclic graphs representing the synchronisation of tasks via barriers. Task schedulers dispatch tasks on processors according to the precedence specified by the graphs. Tasks are basically sequential C or DSP C code possibly containing instructions to send asynchronous messages to actors or task-graphs.
Detecting all pairs of program instructions that can possibly run in parallel is a control-flow problem which requires first detecting and then navigating the (parallel) controlflow structure of the program. The kind of synchronisation primitives, together with other constructs such as pointers, used in programs decide the degree of complexity of detecting parallel control-flow structures. Once a parallel controlflow is detected, iterative data-flow-based techniques can be applied to collect parallel program instructions.
Inferring precise task-parallelism is a challenging problem that needs to take into account both the order of task invocation and dependencies among tasks created through message passing.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
We evaluated our implementation on signal processing applications obtained from communication-heavy telecom industry [12] . Our evaluation systems consisted of a maximum of 36.57 million lines of code representing 232 tasks.
Contribution 6: We define our task-graph models in terms of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). 4 More specifically, we designed and implemented a UML profile for MHP analysis (MHPp), which allows the intensional modelling of task-graph-based actor models and the back-propagation 5 of MHP analysis results to them for enhanced understandability.
B. ORGANIZATION OF THE ARTICLE
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II describes the details of the task-graph-based actor model (computational model). Here, we formally define the parallel task-graph (PTG), and its relation with actors and tasks. We depict also the dependencies and parallelism that can arise due to interactions during the execution among actors, PTGs and tasks.
Section III describes the UML profile MHPp for MHP analysis and back-propagation of analysis results, and how we used it for describing our PTG running example.
In Section IV, we explain the semantics of the computational model. We define the program states and provide the operational semantics for PTGs. We have not provided the rules for actors and tasks because their individual execution is sequential in nature, which we consider intuitive.
Our MHP analysis is explained in all its details in Section V. Section VI explains the implementation of the entire approach, and Section VII evaluates the implementation on signal processing applications and analyses the experimental results. In Section VIII, we show how to translate code from the X10 parallel programming language into PTGs in order to illustrate the applicability analysis to other languages through PTGs.
Section IX gives an overview of the existing literature on MHP analysis and Section X concludes the paper.
II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
The computational model that we consider is used in signal processing applications (e.g., baseband processing in wireless communication, LTE uplink processing) that are deployed on many-core platforms [12] , [14] . These applications are developed using a variant of the actor-based concurrency model, where an application consists of a number of actors.
Actors are lightweight processes without shared states and have mailboxes to buffer incoming messages. An actor selectively retrieves messages (one at a time) from its mailbox and either creates new actors, sends messages to other actors, or invokes different kinds of task-graphs based on the pattern of the retrieved message. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the relation among actors, task graphs and tasks.
Task-graphs describe possible scenarios in which tasks can be executed on multiple core processors. A task-graph is basically a directed acyclic graph where the nodes represent tasks, barriers to which some tasks must synchronise, or other graph instructions such as conditional if-then-else. Edges represent the order of execution and dependencies among tasks. Each task executes on a dedicated core. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the skeleton of a simple task-graph where horizontal rectangular nodes represent tasks to be executed, horizontal bars represent barrier nodes where tasks and data are to be synchronised, diamond-shaped node represents conditional instruction, and vertical rectangular nodes represent join nodes in which several task nodes are joined in order to be connected with a barrier node. The edges are directed, and arrows represent the direction of the data-flow.
In the telecom application used for our experiment, tasks are written in a proprietary dialect of the C language, and consist of application-specific functions that copy global data into core memory at the start and write back into the global memory at the end of the execution. The tasks themselves are sequential, but they may send asynchronous messages to actors or task-graphs. Individual tasks are independent meaning that the execution of tasks is neither interrupted by nor dependent upon other tasks. Once activated from a taskgraph, tasks are dynamically scheduled to run on different cores by task schedulers.
Usually a graph engine, also called a basic operating system (BOS) [12] , is designed to execute task-graphs; the BOS has usually a small footprint due to limited memory resources. The BOS operates in one or more cores and can receive graphs from outside the chip. Once a graph is received, it is preprocessed and stored as a condensed collection of linked lists. The BOS then starts the graph execution by finding a core supporting the execution of the first task, moving the required input data into the core's memory, and finally triggering it to start executing the task. As soon as the task finishes its execution, control and output data are moved back to the BOS. Data-flow between tasks may be synchronised through barriers, or tasks may run to completion without any synchronisation.
A number of task-graph instances may be executed in every time frame as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The instances may originate from the same actor or different actors and are supposed to operate on different data areas.
There are several levels of parallelism in this model: (i) a single task-graph may invoke several tasks to be executed in parallel on different cores (i.e., intra-graph taskparallelism), (ii) several task-graphs running in parallel may invoke multiple tasks to be executed in parallel on different cores (i.e., inter-graph task-parallelism), and (iii) different actors running in parallel may invoke different task-graphs to run in parallel.
The semantics is provided at the level of task-graphs. The formal definition of a task-graph is as follows:
Definition 1 (Parallel Task-Graph (PTG)): A Parallel task-graph (PTG) is defined as a directed graph g = (N , E) FIGURE 1. (a) Actors invoke PTGs which in turn invoke tasks and tasks may send messages to actors or task graphs, (b) a single task-graph where horizontal rectangles represent task nodes, horizontal bars represent barrier nodes, vertical rectangles represent join nodes and diamond-shaped nodes represent conditional nodes, and (c) multiple task-graphs running in parallel [12] . where 1) N is a set of nodes, E ⊆ N × N is a relation describing the possible parallel flow of execution in the graph, and any n 1 → n 2 such that (n 1 , n 2 ) ∈ E describes the direction of the flow.
2) Nodes in N can be of one of the following types:
• a conditional node n representing a condition c (denoted by [c] n ),
• an assignment node, • a special entry node,
• a special exit node, • a barrier node for possible synchronisation, • a task node invoking the execution of an asynchronous task,
• a msg-receiver node to receive a message, • a join node in which execution of multiple nodes join before connecting with a barrier node. Task nodes can be further classified as single-task nodes invoking an instance of a task, or multi-task nodes invoking multiple instances of the same task (possibly operating on different global data).
3) The entry and the msgReceiver node have no predecessors and the exit node no successors. A conditional node has exactly two successors (labeled true and false, respectively), barrier nodes may have multiple successors, join nodes may have multiple predecessors, and all other nodes have exactly one successor and/or one predecessor. We use the following denotation for the nodes of a PTG. The entry, the exit, any join and barrier nodes are represented by n e , n x , n join , and n b . We sometimes write n : T to represent the condition that n is a node of type T where T ∈ {join, barrier, task, single-task, multi-task}. [x := e] n represents that the value of expression e is assigned to the variable x at node n. A single task node n is represented by [m(ē)] n (or [m(ē)] n 1 ) that executes the function m with actual argumentsē = e 1 , . . . , e i when invoked. m is the initial function of the task node n that may have nested calls to other functions. [m(ē)] n k represents that k ≥ 1 instances of the task starting with the m function will be executed. An example of a PTG is shown in Fig. 3 .
III. MHPP UML PROFILE AND RUNNING EXAMPLE
From the myriad of general-purpose and domain-specific modelling languages (DSMLs) that have been defined to date, UML has established itself for industrial modelling [15] .
UML is general-purpose, but it provides powerful profiling mechanisms to constrain and extend the language to achieve DSMLs, so called UML profiles. Through UML and profiles, the developer can fully describe software functionalities. Among the others, state-machine and activity diagrams are the most used when it comes to model behaviours of software systems with UML. In this work, we focus on activity diagrams since they represent the way task-graph-based actor models are modelled in practice. In the remainder of this section, we describe and show how we leveraged this mechanism to extend UML activity diagrams for (i) intensional modelling of task-graph-based actor models and (ii) backpropagation of analysis results to them, in terms of the MHPp profile.
A core activity of the creation of a UML profile is the definition of stereotypes. A stereotype represents a profile class which describes how an existing UML metaclass is extended by the profile. Stereotypes in the MHPp profile enable the use of MHP analysis specific terminology in place of the original one of the extended metaclasses. Stereotypes defined in the MHPp profile are shown in Fig. 2 . More specifically we can see the following stereotypes (denoted in the figure as elements of type «Stereotype»):
• Task: it extends the UML metaclass OpaqueAction, representing nodes of a UML activity diagram, in order to introduce the concept of task. The stereotype owns a property, MHP_facts, representing an unordered and unbounded list of elements of type Task. This property allows to back-propagate MHP analysis results to the UML model (as shown in Section V). This stereotype is defined as abstract, and further specialised into: -SingleTask: it represents the concept of a task with a single instance; -MultiTask: it represents the concept of a task with possibly multiple instances. The number of instances is represented by an Integer value in the property instances.
• Barrier: it extends the ForkNode UML metaclass in order to introduce the concept of the barrier.
• ReceiveMessage: it extends the AcceptEvent Action UML metaclass to introduce the concept of the incoming message for the task-graph to be triggered by external task-graphs. In Fig. 3 we depict a task-graph model described in terms of a UML activity diagram profiled with MHPp; note that we use this model in the remainder of the paper to explain our analysis. In the diagram, activities (denoted as t_x and stereotyped as «SingleTask», like t_0, or «MultiTask», like t_2) represent task nodes. Note that t_x represents a so called atom, which carries the information of the related node (n_x in the Figure) . Note that in the case of «MultiTask» elements, the number of instances is specified too (e.g., 5 in t_2). Forks (denoted as b_y and stereotyped as «Barrier») represent barrier nodes. Joins (denoted as join_z) represent join nodes. Additionally, we have an entry node (Entry_and_assign), which represents the starting point of the overall activity. The flow can terminate in exit nodes (denoted as flow_end if a single flow terminates and Exit if the overall activity terminates). Condition represents a conditional node. We do not explicitly model assignment operations through assignment nodes since they can be embedded in other nodes (e.g., entry node Entry_and_assign).
In our computational model, we entail the possibility for running tasks to send messages to actors or task-graphs. Note that in the application type that we consider, message sending is not explicitly defined at graph level, but rather coded in the functionality carried by the individual task. Thereby, in our activity, we only model message receiving (inMsg, stereotyped as «ReceiveMessage») nodes. The activity diagram is complemented with task-specific algorithmic behaviors described for each task in terms of DSP C code. 6 Note that the use of the MHPp profile and in general UML is not a requirement for our approach to be applicable. PTGs can, in fact, be described using other modelling formalisms.
IV. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
In this section, we provide the operational semantics for our computational model, i.e. task-graphs. We do not give the semantics for the sequential part, as it is standard and moreover not needed to support the MHP analysis. Furthermore, we abstract away actors for the sake of brevity, since actors are stateless and generate task-graphs sequentially. The 6 Note that the modelling language and the MHPp profile do not enforce any specific language for the definition of behaviours. operation of task schedulers and the BOS' activities are not included into the semantics either, since we prefer to base the MHP analysis on a semantic model that captures the inherent parallelism in the task-graphs rather than being dependent on a particular implementation of the underlying run-time system.
We define the semantics of our computational model in terms of program states. A program state is a tuple (G, T, µ) consisting of:
• a set of task-graph states G, • a set of task states T for all tasks invoked by the graphs, and
• a mapping function µ that maps global variables to their values (a global store). Each task-graph state in G is a triple id, µ l , N consisting of:
• the graph identifier id uniquely identifying the graph, • a mapping function µ l that maps graph-local and some auxiliary variables to their values (a graph-local store), and
• N , the set of PTG nodes that are ready to be executed, possibly in parallel. Each task state in T is a tuple tid, id, µ t , I where • tid is a task id that uniquely identifies the task, • id is the identifier of the PTG that invoked this task, • µ t is the mapping function that maps task local variables to their values (a task-local store), and
• I is the sequence of the remaining task instructions to be executed. The notation a : A is shorthand for A ∪ {a}, i.I is the sequence of instructions I preceded by the single instruction i, represents the empty sequence, and e µ denotes the result of evaluating the expression e with values of variables given by the mapping function µ.
where i is an instruction and µ, µ G are stores, is a store with the same domain as µ. Intuitively, this is the store µ updated with the effects of executing i in an environment where variable values are given by µ G .
The following functions simplify the presentation of the operational semantic rules in Fig. 4 :
is the fresh unique task identifier of the newly created task, id is the identifier of the PTG that invokes the task, µ t is the initial store of the task consisting of values e j µ for the j-th formal argument of m for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l, and body(m) contains the sequence of instructions of the m function to be executed.
• succ(n) and pred(n) denote the sets of successor and predecessor nodes of n.
• tsucc(n) and fsucc(n) denote the (singleton) set of successors in the true and in the false branch of the conditional node n. • add(e,l) is the list l after inserting the element e, and elem(e,l) is the list l after removing the element e. Suppose id, µ l , N is the graph state of a PTG. The domain of function µ l consists of graph-local variables and some auxiliary variables representing the execution status of some PTG nodes. Auxiliary variables include s tid 1 , . . . , s tid k for a task node creating k ≥ 0 task states T tid 1 , . . . , T tid k , and r n for a msg-receiver node n. These auxiliary variables take values from the set {t • , t • , ⊥, } where t • (or t • ) represents that the execution of the PTG task node that the auxiliary variable represents finishes (resp. is yet to finish), ⊥ represents that the execution of the corresponding task node is not yet started or the msg-receiver node is yet to receive a message, and r n = represents that node n has received a message. If a PTG task node n invokes a task with task state T tid , then s tid is the global variable to the newly created task, but a local variable to the PTG. Given any node n, S n represents the set of auxiliary variables related to node n. S n = ∅ if n is not a task or a msg-receiver node. Any global store µ contains a buffer buff for the incoming messages of PTGs such that µ(buff ) is the possibly empty list of incoming messages of the program. For any (id, n, msg) ∈ µ(buff ), the PTG having the identifier id contains the msg-receiver node n to receive the message msg. Note that this buffer is different from the actor mailboxes which we do not model in the semantics for brevity. We assume that there is no naming conflict among global, graph-local, and task-local variables for simplicity. Global variables can be shared and updated by all the entities (i.e. PTGs and tasks), graph-local variables are visible only in the local PTG nodes and can be updated using the values of variables local to the same graph, and of global variables. Task-local variables, finally, are visible (and updatable) only within their respective tasks, using task-local and global variable values.
We assume that the program starts its execution from a non-empty set of PTGs having the graph state G, no tasks have started their execution yet (i.e. T = ∅), and µ 0 is the initial mapping of the global shared memory. Thus, the initial VOLUME 6, 2018 program state is σ 0 = (G, ∅, µ 0 ). For any graph state id, µ l , N ∈ G, µ l (s) = ⊥ for all auxiliary variables s. As the program executes, there are nondeterministic changes of state from σ to σ , i.e. σ σ . Nondeterminism comes from the task scheduler, which decides which tasks are executed on which cores, the concurrent execution of parallel task-graphs, and the invocation of new graphs by actors running in parallel.
Intuitively, the semantic rules in Fig. 4 represent execution as follows:
• startGraph: the graph id, µ l , {n e } is nondeterministically chosen and the execution continues to the successor node(s) of n e .
• condTrue: the graph state id, µ l , [c] n : N is selected, c is evaluated to be true with respect to the local store µ l and the global store µ, and the successor node of n in the true branch will be executed next together with the nodes in N .
• condFalse: the graph state id,
: N is selected, c is evaluated to be false with respect to the local store µ l and the global store µ, and the successor node of n in the false branch will be executed next together with the nodes in N .
• assign: given the graph state id, µ l , [x := e] n : N , the execution updates the local store µ l by evaluating e with respect to µ l and µ and assigning it to x. The successor node of n will be executed simultaneously with the nodes in N .
• task: this rule is applicable when n is a single-task or a multi-task node. k ≥ 1 new tasks with task states T tid 1 , . . . , T tid k are created, the value of auxiliary variables s tid 1 , . . . , s tid k are updated to t • , and all successor nodes of n will be executed simultaneously with the nodes in N .
• join-sync: execution reaches the join node n join . For any n ∈ pred(n join ), S n = ∅ if n is not a task node or a a msg-receiver node (usually a barrier node). For all n ∈ pred(n join ) such that n is a task or a a msg-receiver node, if µ l (s) ∈ {t • , } for all s ∈ S n then all preceding tasks have finished their execution or msg-receiver node received messages. The barrier node that immediately succeeds n join will be executed simultaneously with the nodes in N .
• barrier: execution reaches the barrier node n b from a node n which might be a join, task, another barrier, or a msg-receiver node. If n b is reached from a task node n, then µ l (s) = t • for all s ∈ S n . If the execution passes the join node, all preceding tasks supposed to synchronise with the barrier have finished their execution (see join-sync rule). S n = ∅ if n is not a task node. Thus, all successor nodes of n b (usually creating multiple parallel tasks) will be executed simultaneously with the nodes in N .
• msgReceive: the msg-receiver node n has received a message (i.e. µ l (r n ) = ). Thus, the successor node of n will be executed simultaneously with the nodes in N .
We reset µ l to µ l [r n ← ⊥] such that n may be triggered again by receiving new messages.
• seqExecution: this rule states how that statement i of the task with the task state tid, id, µ t , i.I executes. The task local mapping µ t and the global mapping function µ are updated to µ t and µ due to executing i when i is not a message send instruction.
• msgSend: the task with the task state tid, id, µ t , i.I executes a message send instruction i = send(msg, id, n) that sends the message msg to the msg-receiver node n in PTG id. This updates the buffer µ(buff ) in the global store µ by including the element (id, n, msg).
• msgTrigger: the buffer buff in the global store contains a message to the msg-receiver node n in PTG id. Node n is added to the set of parallel executing nodes N , the status variable r n is set to in the graph-local store µ l and the message (id, n, msg) is removed from buff in the global store µ. This is the preprocessing step to proceed execution by node n.
• endTask: the task tid, id, µ t , has finished its execution. represents that no more task instructions are remaining to be executed. Thus, the auxiliary variable s tid in the graph state ( id, µ l , N is upgraded to t • .
• endGraph: the graph id, µ l , {n e } is nondeterministically chosen and the execution of this graph terminates as the exit node n x is reached.
V. OUR MHP ANALYSIS
This section describes our MHP analysis tailored for programs written according to the computational model introduced in Sec. II. The analysis is formulated in several stages with increasing complexity. First, we describe how to perform the analysis over a single task-graph that may invoke multiple parallel tasks. Next, we show how to extend the previous analysis to several graphs being executed in parallel, followed by a whole program analysis.
A. TASK-PARALLELISM IN A SINGLE TASK-GRAPH
We define a forward data-flow analysis [16] that infers taskparallelism from a single task-graph. Note that there exist previous works to infer MHP information [7] , [8] , [17] by data-flow analysis. Our technique differs from these by the graph representation of the program and the domain in which the data-flow operations are performed. The analysis infers task-parallelism from a single PTG, and it is extended to deal with multiple PTG's in Sec. V-B and V-C. The final whole program analysis in Section V-D is not a data flow analysis, but is based on context-free grammars.
The data-flow analysis is performed on a PTG and can determine precisely the tasks that may execute in parallel once invoked from the PTG. Let us use the following notation:
• G is the set of all PTGs, • g (possibly subscripted) denotes a single PTG, • N is the set of all PTG nodes,
• T is the set of all tasks, and • B is the set of all barriers. We shall use the letters t, and b (possibly subscripted) to denote a single task, and barrier respectively, and t(n) denotes the type of node n (see Definition 1) .
The MHP analysis on a PTG can be expressed by the instance (L, F, g, I , ι, κ) of the monotone data-flow framework [16] , where:
• L is the data-flow domain (aka property space),
• F is the function space for the transfer functions, • g = (N , E) is the PTG, • I = {entry} is the set of so called extremal labels from which the analysis starts,
• ι = ∅ is the initial data-flow value for the nodes in I ,
• and the mapping function κ : N → F selects the appropriate transfer function f n for the node n ∈ N . The choice of the data-flow domain and the transfer functions are explained as follows. The set T A contains all the MHP facts (called ''atoms'') of the following forms:
• an atom t representing an instance of a task in T that is not synchronised by any barrier,
• an atom t + representing multiple instances of a task in T that is not synchronised by any barrier,
• an atom b representing an instance of a barrier in B,
• an atom d representing a conditional node in the PTG,
• an atom t b (or t + b) denoting an instance (or multiple instances) of a task in T that t represents which is synchronised at an instance of a barrier in B that b represents,
• an atom t d (or t + d) representing that the task(s) represented by the atom t (or t + ) is followed by the conditional node in PTG that d represents,
• atoms px, px y such that x ∈ {t, t + } and y ∈ {b, d} representing the fact that the corresponding atoms without the p-tag are originated in a parallel branch,
• a special atom ε such that εx = x and S ∪ {ε} = S for any atom x and a set of atoms S. Note that the above kinds of facts illustrate the origin of the generated facts and their synchronisation pattern, which will help to decide the MHP pairs of tasks after the data-flow analysis. For any generated fact t d, the task node represented by t may have different types of synchronisation in the two different branches of the conditional node represented by d. For example, in Fig. 5 (a), the fact t d is generated for node n before the conditional node, which is evaluated to t, in the true branch, and t b, in the false branch. We sometimes use variables x, y to hold atom values of the above types.
If the execution of a task node n ∈ N ends at a barrier represented by the barrier atom b or is followed by a conditional node represented by the atom d, then B n denotes the singleton set b or {d}. B n is empty for all other cases. For any task or barrier node n, B ← n denotes the set of all barrier atoms b such that n is reachable from the barrier nodes generating atom b. We also consider the set J n consisting of all task nodes from which the join node n is reachable. For example, B n = {b 4 } and Fig. 5 (b), and Fig. 3 . B n is used to decide the synchronisation of n, B ← n is used to discard relevant facts propagated due to parallel branching from the ancestor nodes, and J n decides if an atom should be present as a parallel atom or not at a join node (explanation follows). The set T B consists of all the barrier atoms.
The property space of the analysis is L = P(T A ), and (P(T A ), ⊆) forms a complete lattice. Note that the set T A is finite as T , B, and the number of conditional nodes in the PTG are finite. F contains transfer functions updating the data-flow values. Given the set A of data-flow facts for any n ∈ N , the transfer function f n ∈ F where f n : L → L is defined as follows:
The definitions of kill and gen sets are as follows:
In the definitions of kill and gen, a(n) stands for the fixed atom for node n if n is a single-task, multi-task, barrier, or conditional node. The X function as defined in Eq. (6) extracts task atoms only. For example, X (pt b) = t. Intuitively, the kill set of a barrier node n consists of all atoms x b such that the atom x is generated at some node m ∈ N by the a function (i.e. x = a(m)) and is supposed to synchronise at a barrier represented by the barrier atom b, and hence b ∈ B ← n . Usually, the atom x b is present in the dataflow set A due to the fact that a task is invoked earlier from the PTG. It should already have terminated its execution at n represented by the barrier atom b, and thus the atom x b gets killed at the barrier node n due to the kill(n) set in Eq. (1).
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If n is a join node, then kill(n) includes all parallel atoms px such that the constituent task atom X (x) of px originates from some node m (i.e. X (x) = a(m)) and n is reachable from m. If there is a path from m to n, then we have either one of the following two cases. The generated atom at n (i.e. X (x) possibly synchronized with a barrier atom) may flow to n. So, we have both x and px atoms at n, and x can no more be a parallel atom after the join node n. Alternatively, the generated atom at m may be killed before reaching n. If we choose px not to be killed at n, it would be killed at the barrier node n immediately after n because of the first case of the kill function. However, kill(n) does not include all other parallel atoms px such that x is generated at m and there is no path from m to n. If we do not include px into the kill set of n, we shall potentially transfer px beyond n and will result in incorrect parallelism.
The gen set for a single-task, multi-task, or barrier node n contains the atom a(n) unless the execution of n ends at the barrier represented by b or n is followed by a conditional node represented by the atom d, in which case the gen set contains the atom x y and y = b or y = d. The kill and gen sets are empty for all other kinds of nodes.
MHP facts are collected into the sets A • (n) and A • (n), which are valid at the entry and exit of node n ∈ N . Equations (2)- (6), as shown at the bottom of this page, are formulated for the forward dataflow analysis that collects the MHP facts for each node n ∈ N . A • (n) can be obtained by simply applying the transfer function f n . The set A • (n) is constructed by combining the Flow(n) and Effect(n) sets: Flow(n) collects all dataflow facts from the predecessor nodes of n, and Effect(n) set contains all dataflow facts due to facts present in the parallel branches of n. In obtaining Flow(n), we apply the functions f c to A • (n ) if the predecessor node n of n is a conditional node; otherwise, A • (n) contains elements of A • (n ). The f c function either removes or modifies some specific types of atoms from A • (n ), and is defined as follows:
So, this function returns a set of facts containing elements of T but removing any fact x d ∈ T when n is a conditional node represented by d, and instead, either x b or x is included depending on the set B n . Applying the function f c to A • (n ) in Eq. (2) provides more precise synchronisation to the MHP atoms. Moreover, Effect accumulates facts from the set gen(k) such that node k is in the parallel branch of node n. Eq. (4) models this update, which is explained later in this section. We thus get a system of equations where the least solution can be obtained by fixpoint iteration. MHP Analysis for PTG: Algorithm 1 performs the fixpoint computations for the MHP analysis of a single PTG. It is a variation of the standard worklist algorithm [16] , which collects MHP facts for every node of the graph according to Eq. (2). Initially, the worklist W contains the edge from the entry node, A • and A • are empty sets. B n , B ← n and J n are computed by applying Algorithm 2, described later in this section. During the fixpoint iteration of the algorithm, an edge (n, m) (i.e., a worklist element) of the given PTG is removed from the worklist, and A • (m) is updated by applying the transfer function computing MHP facts (line 5). Next, depending on the types of nodes n and m, the facts may be propagated through (i) the successor edges (line 7-8), (ii) other parallel branches connected to n when n is a barrier node (line 9-13), and (iii) distant parallel branches identified by the facts px ∈ A • (n) (line [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
For each selected edge (n, m) from the worklist W during the fixpoint iteration, Algorithm 1 performs the following
where
X (x) = t if x is of the form t, t + , t y, t + y, pt y, pt + y ε otherwise (6)
/ * propagate facts to the parallel branches of the barrier node * / 
• • Propagating facts to immediate parallel branches of barrier nodes: Since parallel branches should have symmetric information, copying the MHP facts in relevant parallel branches is required for the soundness of the analysis. If n is a barrier node and applying
, then facts originated at m are copied to other parallel branches connected to n. In doing so, a temporary set T is obtained from the set 
and the parallel edge (k , k) ∈ E is added into the worklist W to propagate this information through this branch. This is another application of the Effect(n) function in Eq. (4) that updates the set A • (k) due to changes in A • (m). Algorithm 1 terminates when the fixpoint is reached, and the sets A • and A • cannot get any new fact. Obtaining the kill and gen sets require computing the B n , J n , and B ← n sets. Algorithm 2 computes these sets as follows:
• it uses the worklist W to traverse the edges of the PTG in the forward direction.
• we maintain the sets A(n) and J (n) for each node n ∈ N that might contain atoms of barrier nodes, task nodes, or decision nodes.
• while visiting an edge (n, m) ∈ W , first, we transfer the contents of A(n) to A(m) and J (n) to J (m). If n is a barrier node, everything except task atoms is transferred to A(m) as the tasks are to be synchronized with this barrier. Next, we update A(m) and J (m) by including the atoms generated from the node m, and schedule all successors of m to W if the updated A(m) contains more facts than the old A(m).
• We reach a fixpoint when W is empty. For each n ∈ N , B ← n includes all the barrier atoms from A(n). For each barrier or conditional node n, generating an atom x such that A(n) includes the task atom t of node p, we then get B p = {x}. If n is a join node then, for all task nodes m of J n , the atom t of m is included in the J (n) set indicating that n is reachable from m. Now, one can get answers to the following queries from the solution space. Query 1. What are the tasks that may run in parallel with the given task invoked from the given task-graph?
Assume that n ∈ N is single-or multi-task PTG node invoking one or more tasks (i.e. gen(n) = ∅). The task atom in gen(n) represents the task(s) that originates from n. All task atoms (possibly synchronized with barrier atoms) in A • (n) represent the tasks that are still active in this context, and thus may run in parallel with the task(s) of n. M n , the set of all pairs of tasks invoked by n, and tasks that may run in parallel with these, is defined by the following equation:
What are the pairs of tasks invoked from a given task-graph that may run in parallel?
All MHP facts for the PTG g = (N , E) can be obtained as follows:
Example 1: Let us consider the PTG in Fig. 3 . Let the tasks T i , and barriers B i be represented by the t-atoms t i , and b-atoms b i , respectively, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. The data-flow analysis as explained above provides the following MHP facts (after removing the lonely b-atom and the symbol for simplification), as part of the sets A • (n) and A • (n) respectively, for all task nodes once the fixpoint is reached.
Node
The following MHP facts are obtained from (7), and (8):
(t 1 , t 3 ), (t 2 , t 3 ), (t 5 , t 4 ), (t 2 , t 2 ), (t 4 , t 4 )} In Fig. 6 we can see how the MHP facts are reported back to the UML model to allow the developer to grasp at a glance the analysis results in relation to the task model (e.g., M n 0 is represented in the figure by 'M_n_0').
Worst-Case Asymptotic Complexity: Algorithm 1 performs the data-flow analysis of a PTG which is a directed acyclic graph. A PTG edge (n, m) is visited in each iteration of the while-loop. For each successor p of m, an edge is included into the worklist W by calling the does not contain all facts derived from A • (m). The two if instructions at lines 9 and 14 cause some edges (in parallel branches) to be visited more than once; the MHP facts are copied into the relevant parallel branches if the facts are not there yet, and parallel edges are stored into the worklist W in order to visit them later. Thus, the number of times an edge can be visited is controlled by the number of MHP facts that can be present in its A set. Any such set may contain task atoms, barrier and conditional atoms, and atoms due to synchronisation between tasks and barriers.
Consider the PTG (N , E) in which there are at most t single-task or multi-task nodes, and b barrier or conditional nodes. An A set can contain at most t task atoms, b barrier and conditional atoms, and t task atoms synchronised with barrier atoms by the operator since a single task can synchronise its execution with at most one barrier. This implies that the maximum cardinality of any A set is 2 * t + b. Thus, it holds that |A| ≤ 2 · |N | since 2 * t + b ≤ 2 * |N |. Equations (7) and (8) 
B. COMMUNICATION AMONG TASK-GRAPHS
In this section, we consider scenarios in which PTGs may communicate with each other. A task originated from one PTG may send a message to another PTG immediately before finishing execution. Upon receiving the message, the second PTG may invoke a task to execute. In Fig. 7 (a) and (b) , tasks are invoked from nodes n 2 and n 4 in PTGs g 1 and g 2 VOLUME 6, 2018 upon receiving messages m 1 and m 2 respectively. The MHP analysis in Section V-A is only able to compute MHP facts from individual PTGs and does not consider the implicit dependencies created due to message transfers among PTG nodes of different PTGs. Thus, applying Algorithm 1 on communicating PTGs will only give us partial results. For example, consider the PTGs g 1 and g 2 in Fig. 7 . The previous MHP analysis will completely miss any MHP facts involving node n 2 as the edge from n 2 to the join 1 node will never be included into the worklist during the fixpoint iteration. Similarly, node n 4 of PTG g 2 will also not be taken into account in the MHP analysis results. Moreover, any inter-PTG parallelism (i.e. MHP facts involving tasks originated at different PTGs) between g 1 and g 2 will also not be generated.
Our solution to this scenario is to (i) combine the communicating PTGs into a single PTG by connecting the relevant task and barrier nodes such that the semantics of message send and receive is retained, and (ii) perform the analysis specified in Section V-A. For this, we need to identify the tasks that send messages and their destinations. These message send options are not explicitly modelled in the PTGs, but rather carried by the behavioural DSP C code of the related tasks; therefore, we need to syntactically analyse the code. We detect the message senders and receivers by traversing the abstract syntax tree of the C code and look for the particular commands sending messages. After analysing the C code, we obtain a set of pairs of PTG nodes such that each pair (n, m) consists of a task node n sending a message (i.e. the task invoked from n sends a message before its termination) which is received by the node m.
Suppose we have two PTGs g 1 = (N 1 , E 1 ) and g 2 = (N 2 , E 2 ), and the set { (n 1 , m 1 ) , . . . , (n k , m k )} of message senders and receivers. We also assume the set of message receiving nodes {m k+1 , . . . , m k+j } ⊂ N 1 ∪ N 2 for which no message senders are either obtained due to lack of information, or outside the scope of graphs g 1 and g 2 . We then connect these PTGs according to the following definition:
Definition 2 (Combining PTGs):
We obtain the combined PTG (N , E) as follows: 
where q, q 1 , . . . , q k are new barrier nodes, c) {(n 1 , q 1 ), . . . , (n k , q k )} ⊂ E, that is: each message sending node n i is connected to the barrier node q i , d) for any (n i , n i ) ∈ E 1 ∪ E 2 holds that (q i , n i ) ∈ E, e) finally {(q, l k+1 ), . . . , (q, l k+j )} ⊂ E, connecting the barrier node q, which is connected with the new entry node, to all nodes connected with the message receiving nodes for which no message senders are known. Intuitively, for each task node n i ∈ N 1 ∪ N 2 sending a message received by m i ∈ N 1 ∪ N 2 , we:
(i) introduce a new barrier node q i ∈ N and an edge (n i , q i ) ∈ E, (ii) remove the edge (n i , n i ) ∈ E 1 ∪ E 2 , if any, and add the edge (q i , n i ) ∈ E, and (iii) remove the edge (m i , m i ) ∈ E 1 ∪ E 2 but add the edge (q i , m i ) ∈ E. For example, in Fig. 7(a) (b) , assume that the task originated from node n 5 in g 2 sends a message which is supposed to be received by m 1 in g 1 . In Fig. 7(c) , we include a new barrier node n 6 and the edges (n 5 , n 6 ), (n 6 , n 1 ), and (n 6 , join 2 ) but remove the edges (n 5 , join 2 ), and (m 1 , n 1 ). Moreover, for each message receiving node m i for which no message sender is known, we remove the edge (m i , m i ) but add an edge (q, m i ) where q is the new barrier node connected with the new entry node. The reason for this connection is to assume the worstcase scenario that the message has arrived at the beginning. For example, in Fig. 7(b) , the message sender for m 2 is not known; we thus introduce the edge from the new barrier node n 7 to n 3 which was connected with m 2 .
If we have multiple communicating PTGs, we connect them in a pairwise fashion according to Definition 2, and finally, perform the analysis in Section V-A to get the MHP results.
C. TASK-PARALLELISM IN MULTIPLE TASK-GRAPHS
Here, we consider PTGs that may run in parallel but do not communicate explicitly via messages among themselves. Rather, one graph may send a message to an actor that may invoke another graph and run in parallel. So, even though there is no explicit connection between them, there are implicit dependencies that should be taken into account in order to be precise. Let us consider two PTGs g 1 and g 2 being executed in parallel. Two tasks invoked from two different PTGs running in parallel do not synchronise their actions with any barrier, as barriers are task-local. If there are no other means of synchronisation, any task invoked from the first graph may run in parallel with another task invoked from the second graph. Suppose T 1 and T 2 are the sets of task atoms generated from the PTGs g 1 and g 2 . One may be tempted to compute the MHP facts for g 1 and g 2 as follows:
There are two potential problems in applying Eq. (9) to compute all MHP facts from a parallel application. Even though tasks invoked by two different PTGs running in parallel do not synchronise their actions explicitly via barriers, there may still be implicit dependencies and Eq. (9) may provide imprecise results in such cases. A running task may send a message to an actor, which in turn can invoke a new taskgraph. Clearly, all tasks that are invoked by the first graph, and have finished their execution before the message is sent, will not execute in parallel with the tasks invoked by the new task-graph. The second potential problem is the generalization of the previous computation for n > 2 PTGs. Thus, we need a more precise method to compute the MHP facts of n task-graphs running in parallel.
To achieve a more precise analysis, we need a precedence or exclusion relation among tasks invoked from a PTG based on the task invocation and completion order, and the mutual exclusion property of task invocation. t t will hold if either t has finished execution before t starts, or only one of t or t can be invoked from the originating PTG. If t t , where the PTG g is invoked by the task t (i.e. t sends a message by to an actor), then we know that any task invoked from g can never run in parallel with t; including this information will give us more precise results. t t also implies that t and t cannot run in parallel. The analysis to determine if two tasks cannot execute together is historically called Cannot-Happen-Together (CHT), or non-concurrency analysis [18] . The CHT problem is the inverse of the MHP problem. A task pair (t 1 , t 2 ) is in the solution of the CHT problem iff it is not in the solution of the MHP problem. However, just by knowing that (t 1 , t 2 ) is in the solution of the CHT problem, we cannot tell whether t 1 t 2 or t 2 t 1 is true. Thus, the relation carries more information about the possible order of task executions than the MHP facts computed by the MHP analysis in Section V-A.
Definition 3 (Precedence or Exclusion (POE ) Relation ):
The POE relation is the union of the strict precedence relation and the mutual exclusion relation (i.e. = ∪ ), where and are defined as follows:
• t t holds iff t has finished execution before t starts, and
• t t holds iff either t or t (but not both) can be invoked from the originating PTG.
Note that is transitive, and is symmetric. We can obtain an under-approximation of the strict precedence relation from the following static properties of PTGs:
t
t holds iff there exists a path from a task node generating atom t to the task node generating t and the path includes a barrier node in-between.
The existence of the barrier node in between ensures that t has finished running before t starts. Thus, the relation among tasks invoked from PTG g can be obtained by solving the graph reachability problem. In particular, we perform the following graph reachability problem after completing the data-flow analysis illustrated in Section V-A.
We navigate the PTG g forward from all barrier nodes. Suppose n is a barrier node, and A • (n) contains the MHP facts valid immediately before node n. Then, X (kill(n) ∩ A • (n)) contains all task atoms representing the tasks invoked from g and that have completed their execution. During the navigation of the PTG g from node n, we consider all reachable single-or multi-task nodes m. As m is reachable from n, we thus infer t t for all t ∈ X (kill(n) ∩ A • (n)) and t ∈ gen(m).
The mutual exclusion relation t t holds if t and t are originated at mutually exclusive branches. Intuitively, if t is originated in the true branch, then t is originated in the false branch of a cond node, or vice versa. Nodes n 1 and n 2 are at the mutually exclusive branches of a PTG g iff there exists a cond node m such that m has two sucessor nodes m 1 • the CHT problem is the inverse of the MHP problem (i.e.
CHT = MHP).
• the CHT solution includes the relation and (that is, CHT = ∪ {(t 1 , t 2 ), (t 2 , t 1 ) : t 1 t 2 }), and
• is symmetric.
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Thus, we obtain according to the following equation:
Algorithm 3 describes how the analysis infers the POE relation from the PTG g = (N , E). The while loop (lines 4-15) computes the strict precedence relation and line 16 computes the final POE relation from the equation 10. Note that all task pairs (t 1 , t 2 ) ∈ M g that are not computed by the while loop in Algorithm 3 must be in the mutually exclusive branches of the graph g. We included all such pairs (t 1 , t 2 ) and (t 2 , t 1 
Algorithm 3: PrecedenceOrExclusionRelation
Example 2: Consider the MHP facts generated in Example 1, and the barrier node b 3 in the PTG in Fig. 3 . The set of tasks that have completed their execution after node b 3 is X (kill(b 3 ) ∩ A • (b 3 )) = {t 1 , t 2 }. Next, we navigate the PTG in the forward direction and reach the single-task node t 5 such that gen(t 5 ) = {t 5 }. Thus, we infer the relations t 1 t 5 and t 2 t 5 .
Let us consider two parallel PTGs g 1 and g 2 such that a task t invoked from the PTG g 1 sends a message to an actor invoking g 2 . Suppose that we have computed the POE relation among tasks referred in g 1 . Next, we filter out all task atoms from T 1 that have completed their execution before task t started, and compute the set T t 1 as:
The following equation defines the set of pairs of tasks invoked from PTGs g 1 and g 2 that may run in parallel, and provides more precise results than equation 9:
In order to generalize (11) for more than two PTGs, we need contextual information of PTGs that should indicate if one is originated due to the action of another PTG. Let us consider that, for every PTG g, we have a unique context C(g) = t, g denoting that g is originated due to sending a message from the task t invoked by the PTG g . If g is not originated due to the action of another PTG, then its contextual information is set to C(g) = ⊥. On one hand, the uniqueness constraint of contextual information forbids two different PTGs being present in the same PTG context. On the other hand, it allows the same PTG to be present in the context of two different PTGs, meaning that two different PTGs can originate due to the actions of a single graph. Moreover, we forbid creating cycles of context information of the form C(
as it does not make any sense that g k is originated due to the action of g 1 which in turn invokes g 1 . We also extend the POE relation among the inter-PTG tasks such that t t holds for all t ∈ T i , t ∈ T j but either t t or t = t for the context C(g i ) = t, g j . Clearly, all tasks t of T j has finished execution before T i is invoked. Algorithm 4 describes how to compute the MHP facts for n PTGs in the presence of contextual information.
Algorithm 4: MayHappenParallelTasks(T = (V , R), C)
Suppose that we have η parallel PTGs g 1 , . . . , g η , and C(g i ) is the context information of g i for all i = 1, . . . , η. A graph of PTGs T = (V , R) can be constructed from the contextual information where V = {g 1 , . . . , g η } is the set of vertices, and R = {g i → g j : C(g j ) = t, g i , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ η} is the set of edges. T must be a forest (i.e. multiple disjoint trees) due to the possible disjointness of edges and the unique context information. Note that the unique context constraints and the prohibition of forming cycles of contextual information make T an acyclic graph. For any g k ∈ V , and g i → g j ∈ E, it may be the case that g i is the only parent of g j , and g k is not connected with either g i or g j . Intuitively, Algorithm 4 computes global MHP facts as follows:
• The global MHP facts M g 1 ... g η include all local MHP facts M g i obtained from the data-flow analysis for each graph g i for i = 1, . . . , η (line 1).
• Next, we consider all edges g i → g j ∈ R such that g i is the current root node of a tree in T. MHP facts of two combined PTGs g i and g j are computed by applying part of Eq. (11) (line 7). T prev contains all tasks that are active when the PTG g j is invoked and may run in parallel with the tasks invoked from g j . If vertex g i has only one successor, then it is removed from V (line 8) as Facts [j] contains the MHP facts for the two combined PTGs. The edge g i → g j is removed from E as well, and the computed facts are stored into the global MHP facts M g 1 ... g η . This process is repeated (lines 3-11) until there are no edges in T, and Fig. 8 illustrates this process.
• T now consists of the set V of isolated vertices, and for any 
where, Let us consider the PTGs (N i , E i ), for any 1 ≤ i ≤ η, and Algorithm 4, which computes MHP facts for η PTGs. We break the complexity analysis of this algorithm into the following stages: • The complexity of the algorithm is further dominated by the × operations at line 6 and 12.
• Line 6 requires computing the POE relations for the PTGs with complexity O(b · |N | 2 ). The total complexity of computing the POE relations for η PTGs is O(η · b · |N | 2 ).
• Let us assume that the maximum number of pairs of tasks in the Facts [i] set is k for all 1 ≤ i ≤ η. 
. The two while-loops control the maximum number of × operations. The first whileloop will iterate at most the number of edges of the forest T, and the second while-loop will iterate at most the number of isolated vertices after removing all edges in the first loop. If the forest T is a tree, the second loop will not iterate at all, and if T does not have any edge, the first loop will not iterate at all. Since each PTG has a unique context T can have at most η − 1 edges, and the maximum number of times the × operation can be applied is η − 1. Thus, since the cost of each × operation is O(k 2 ) and each operation produces elements in a multiplicative manner, the complexity of the two while-loops is O(k η ).
• The maximal number of elements in any Fact[i] set k can be proportional to |N | 2 (at initialization) even though it is much less in practice. Thus, the worst-case complexity of the two while-loops is O(|N | 2η ), which is also the worst-case complexity of Algorithm 4. VOLUME 6, 2018
D. WHOLE SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In Sec. V-C, we assume that we have η parallel PTGs g i = (N i , E i ) and their contextual information C(g i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ η.
In this section we define a method to systematically identify an overapproximation of all those PTGs g i that may run in parallel, and their contextual information C(g i ). These results can be used by Algorithm 4 to compute the global MHP facts. We focus on a system that starts its execution by creating a number of actors. We are interested in those actor behaviors that either invoke PTGs or create other actors based on the type of the received message. Intuitively, we perform the whole system analysis in the following steps:
• First, we define a generic context-free grammar (CFG) that captures various kinds of code parallelism and dependencies in any actor-based system developed according to the computational model in Sec. II.
• Next, we scan the related code and generate an instance of the previously defined CFG. The generated instance of the CFG captures parallelism and dependencies specific to the given system.
• The parallelism in the system is detected by analysing the strings that are generated by the instantiated grammar.
1) DEFINING THE GENERIC CFG
We assume a unique nonterminal symbol for each kind of actor, multiple actors of the same kind, actor receiving a specific kind of message, and PTG. We also assume a unique terminal symbol (atom) for each task and PTG. Fig. 9(a) illustrates the generic CFG that we defined for capturing various code dependencies and parallelism, and we would like to generate an instance of it. In the following, we discuss the production rules of the CFG. S is the initial nonterminal symbol of the grammar. The right-hand side of the ActInit rule contains nonterminals representing the various kinds of actors created initially. We do not keep information of all actors of the same kind as they will have similar behaviors (i.e create similar PTGs or similar actors) and there may be infinitely many such actors. Rather, if several actors of the same kind are created, we create the nonterminal (say A) representing one of the actors and another nonterminal (say A * ) representing other actors of that kind running in parallel with the actor that A represents. This abstraction is sound, since it creates an overapproximation of all MHP facts. The third production rule (Actor) states that each actor may receive different types of message and dispatch them one by one, or have no observable behavior ( ). We assume that the message type can be determined statically and this reflects our benchmark application code. Each actor receiving a specific kind of message is represented by a unique nonterminal symbol in the grammar. The fourth rule (ActMsg) states that, on receipt of the message, the actor may create a new actor, invoke a PTG, or simply ignore the message. The fifth rule (TaskGraph) is applicable when a PTG is invoked by an actor and it generates a unique graph atom (from GAtom) for the PTG (e.g. g representing that PTG) followed by a nonterminal representing one or more kinds of tasks invoked by the graph. The final rule either generates an empty string, or a string, e.g. t − →, where the terminal symbol t represents the Task generated by the TaskAtom, followed by the nonterminal ActMsg representing an actor receiving a specific kind of message. This grammar captures parallelism of both actors and PTGs, as well as dependencies like actors creating other actors, or invoking PTGs due to a task action (i.e. sending messages).
2) GENERATING AN INSTANCE OF THE GENERIC CFG
Let us now describe the step-by-step procedure to create an instance of this generic CFG. The input to this procedure is the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the corresponding system and the PTGs. We start by navigating the ASTs of the system initialization procedure and the actor code. The steps are the following: 1) First, we get a list of actors created during system initialization and create the nonterminals A i (i ≥ 1) for the created actors. If there are multiple actors of the same kind, we create two nonterminals A i and A i+1 : A i is the unique actor and A i+1 represents the remaining actors. Two production rules, ActInit → par(A 1 , . . . , A n ) and S → ActInit, are created, where n is the number of representative actors. Suppose Actors is the set of all actors contained in the right side of the ActInit rule. Next, we perform steps 2-6 for each actor in Actors.
2) For each actor A i in Actors that is not yet processed,
we navigate the AST of the corresponding actor code, statically determine the different types of messages being handled by an instance of this actor, and mark A i as processed.
3) We create a unique nonterminal AM j (j ≥ 1) for each type of message being handled by A i and create the production rule A i → AM j . If no such message is found, we create the production rule A i → . 4) We navigate the AST of the message handler for each type of actor message AM j created in the previous step. We create the production rule AM j → A if the message handler creates a new actor, where, the unique nonterminal A represents the created actor. A is created afresh if Actors does not contain an actor representing either the type of A, or multiple actor instances of type A. If A is created anew, then it is included into the Actors set. However, if the message handler invokes a PTG, then we produce AM j → TG, where TG represents the PTG being invoked. 5) For each created PTG TG in the previous step, we visit the nodes of the PTG and obtain the set Tsk of tasks invoked from the graph. We create the rules Tasks → T for each T ∈ Tsk, and the rule TG → g Tasks where g is the fresh atom representing the PTG TG. 6) We visit the AST of each task T invoked in the previous step and identify the message send instructions (if any) in T . We create the rule T t − → AM for each such message send instruction, where t represents the unique terminal symbol for task T , and AM represents a specific type of actor receiving an specific kind of message created in step 3. However, we create the rule T → if no such message send instruction exists in the AST of T .
Example 3: Fig. 9(b) shows an example of the CFG generated from code containing two different actors A 1 and A 2 . Actor A 1 may receive messages of type AM 11 and AM 12 . Similarly, AM 21 is the type of the message that actor A 2 may receive. Note that A 1 and A 2 are the abstract representation of the created actors overapproximating their behavior. A 1 (and A 2 ) invokes PTGs of type TG 1 and TG 2 (TG 3 ). PTG TG 3 invokes a task sending a message of type AM 12 to A 1 . The set of terminal symbols in this CFG is {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , t}.
3) ANALYSIS OF THE GENERATED STRINGS
Once the grammar is obtained, the next step is to build valid sentences stating which PTGs to be invoked in parallel. There are efficient techniques to infer all sentences of a given length from a CFG (see e.g., [19] , [20] ). Note that the language of the generated CFG may be infinite, but it is sufficient to infer finite sentences capturing all MHP behaviors. This is because the MHP computation problem infers all pairs of program instructions that possibly execute in parallel, and there is only a finite number of program instructions.
We generate all valid strings of the form par(T 1 , . . . , T k ), where T i is a tree whose nodes are PTG atoms. Edges have the form t − → and t indicates a task atom. Let us assume the production S → par(A 1 , . . . , A k ) , and that the code contains n > 0 different types of PTGs. Next, we shall apply a string enumeration technique to generate all valid strings from each nonterminal A i containing at most 2n PTG atoms such that there does not exist more than two atoms representing the same kind of PTG. We record the generation of the PTG atoms during the string enumeration procedure in order to keep track of the maximal number of generated atoms of the same kind. Thus, for instance, if two strings g 1
− → g 2 (for example), we obtain the contextual information C(g 2 ) = t 2 , g 1 .
Many techniques are available to enumerate strings of a fixed length from a given CFG. For the completeness of this paper, we present an iterative algorithm to generate fixed length strings according to [19] , which is based on the standard inductive concatenation scheme. Suppose P is the set of productions, N is the finite set of nonterminal symbols, and is the finite set of terminal symbols of the given grammar. We generate the grammar according to Fig. 9 (a) and convert it to Chomsky Normal Form (CNF) [21] , that does not have any -productions, and all productions are in the following form:
Nonterminal production: A → BC, with B, C ∈ N Terminal production: A → a, with a ∈ Suppose P contains the productions in CNF form. Let A i denote the set of all strings generated by the nonterminal A in iterations 0 to i. For each nonterminal A ∈ N , we compute the following set of strings iteratively:
Thus, for the production S → par(A 1 , . . . , A k ) ∈ P, we generate all strings of length at most 2n for each nonterminal A i by using the above iterative method. More details can be found in [22] . Example 4: Let us consider the CFG in Fig. 9(b) . The CNF of this grammar without -production and including the first production is as follows:
We obtain the results presented in Table 1 by applying the string enumeration technique explained above. Thus, the enumeration algorithm generates the following valid sentences:
Thereby, we have two scenarios. In the first one g 1 and g 3 may run in parallel, and at some point g 3 invokes a task that introduces g 2 to run in parallel with both g 1 and g 3 . The second scenario is similar, except for the fact that g 1 is replaced by g 2 .
Worst-Case Asymptotic Complexity: The steps in generating a CFG from an actor-based system can be optimized so that the ASTs and the PTGs are not visited more than a fixed number of times. Thus, the complexity of generating a CFG is linear with respect to the size of the system. Enumerating finite-length strings from the CFG by the presented iterative algorithm takes lower degree polynomial time with respect to the size of the generated string [22] .
E. INSTRUCTION-LEVEL PARALLELISM
Our analyses are able to infer all task-level parallelism invoked from the PTGs. However, it may be required to infer instruction-level parallelism of the parallel programming code used by the actor systems. We infer instructionlevel parallelism as follows. Suppose M contains the global task-level MHP facts. Given any task t, assume that ins(t) denotes the set of all instructions belonging to the task t. The following equation infers instruction-level MHP facts from the results in M:
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We targeted telecom systems in which the behaviour of actors is implemented with pthreads, PTGs are represented by XML-based graphs, and tasks are written in DSP C. The systems include components such as uplink, downlink, and scheduling. Each of the components has its own actor model, a different set of PTGs and tasks. For the implementation we used SWI-Prolog 7 to implement Algorithms 1-4. We chose SWI-Prolog mainly to use (i) the logical inference engine provided by the language, and (ii) the XML library since PTGs are described in an XML-based format. After parsing the XML files, we store the PTGs as Prolog predicates and perform the data-flow and MHP analysis on those predicates. For each single-or multi-task node, the XML file specifies 7 http://www.swi-prolog.org/ the name of the initial function and the location of the code to invoke that task. The relevant code of each task is distributed over multiple files. The application is written in DSP C.
We developed a tool called Racer to detect data races in the Clang/LLVM framework. 8 Tasks send and receive messages by invoking special functions. We generate the AST of the code in Clang and traverse it to detect functions sending and receiving messages. The AST traversal algorithm is implemented in the Racer tool by using the Clang AST matcher library.
Even though the source code of each task is distributed over many files, we are only aware of the location of the initial function from which the task starts execution. The XML file also provides the name of the directories containing C files; while some of C files belong to a given task, some others do not. The message transfer events of each given task may be located in a function, deep into the call hierarchy from the initial function. So, we generate the call graph of each task and perform a reachability check of functions sending and receiving messages from the initial function. The reachability check confirms the owner of the message transfer events, i.e., the specific task. The DSP C code includes function pointers, thus we implemented Steensgaard's pointer analysis [23] to resolve function calls through pointers that are used during the call graph construction. We used this sound (but less precise) analysis since it scales to millions of lines of code. Our MHP analysis tool also builds the compilation database of all C files for all tasks. This compilation database is used by the Racer tool to parse the C files and generate the ASTs.
All experiments have been performed on a Linux x86-64 machine with a 2.30 GHz processor. The benchmark application code was obtained from an industrial repository in the telecom domain. 9 Time was measured by the ''time'' predicate of SWI-Prolog, which gives time in seconds as a floating point number with 3 digits after the decimal point precision. Table 2 provides the experimental results performed on our benchmark application. The columns #Node and #Tasks specify the size of PTGs and the actual number of tasks, each related to DSP C code. The #Pairs(MHP) column indicates the number of pairs of tasks that may run in parallel, which is obtained from Eq. (8) after the analysis of Algorithm 1. The column Time (Algorithm 1) specifies the execution time required by the data-flow analysis, while Time (total) specifies the total running time including parsing, generating PTGs in prolog format, and generating compile commands for Clang (among other implementation specific jobs). The #Events column gives the total number of messages received by the PTGs. The MLOC column gives the number of millions of lines of DSP C code searched for the message transfer instructions. The Time (C Code) column shows the execution time of the Racer tool required to find the tasks sending messages, and the Time (CG) column shows the time required to build and analyse the call graph of the relevant code. All times are measured in seconds except Time (CG), which is measured in milliseconds.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results in Table 2 come from the analysis of PTGs individually. As the final row indicates, we required only 80 seconds for the total processing time generating 3424 pairs of tasks that may run in parallel. The data-flow analysis performed by Algorithm 1 requires only ∼43 seconds. PTG G 10 contributes with most MHP-pairs and requires the longest analysis time (27 seconds by the implementation of Algorithm 1). Comparing the results of PTGs G 8 and G 9 , G 8 has more task nodes and requires longer analysis time, but less total number of nodes and produces less MHP pairs. This reveals that it is the number of tasks that most heavily influences the execution time of data-flow analysis. This is theoretically correct since a bigger number of task nodes (along with barrier nodes) generates more facts and requires more time to reach a fixpoint. However, the graph structure should also influence the execution time of the data-flow analysis, as illustrated later in this section.
The last 6 PTGs (i.e. G 5 -G 10 ) are involved in message transfer events for which we analysed 36.57 MLOC (DSP C) in approximately 7 minutes in order to find tasks involved in message transfer events. The reason for such a short analysis time, considering the huge number of code lines, is that (i) Steensgaard's pointer analysis requires almost linear time, (ii) the complexity of our AST traversal algorithm is linear, and (iii) building call graphs and reachability check in any call graph require at most linear time with respect to the size of the code. We performed the reachability check on the call graph of a given task in a bottom-up manner in order to confirm whether the method sending messages is reachable from the tasks' initial method (i.e. the task is sending a specific message). The Time (CG) column indicates that building and analysing call graphs requires very negligible time compared to the total time required to identify message transfer events. Moreover, the time to identify the message transfer events is 5.6 times bigger than the total processing time of the graphs (including data-flow analysis of individual PTGs). However, once the analysis of the C code for finding message transfer events is completed, no further code analysis is required and detecting parallelism among multiple PTGs can benefit from it. Table 3 provides the MHP analysis results obtained from Algorithm 1 after combining relevant PTGs according to Section V-B. As seen from the table, the number of task nodes in PTGs usually dominate the analysis time and the number of MHP pairs. One exception is the case in which we analysed the combination of PTGs G 5 , G 7 , G 9 . All these PTGs are involved in heavy communication and therefore data-flow facts generated in one PTG are copied to distant parallel branches of other PTGs. This increases the flow of facts in all segments of the graph, and thus, reaching a fixpoint requires longer time. The combination of PTGs (G 5 , G 5 ) (or (G 9 , G 9 )), as indicated in the table, represents multiple instances of the same PTG are running. We obtain these combinations by first creating a copy of G 5 (or G 9 ) and then combining it with G 5 (or G 9 ). Fig. 11 , which shows that Algorithm 4 is more precise than Algorithm 1 in 9 out of 10 cases. In case 7, there is no task-actor communication involved, thus the two algorithms provide the same results.
In order to manually validate the correctness of our results, we generated a graphical representation of PTGs in which all tasks running in parallel with a given task were marked. We inspected the marked graphs to check the correctness. We inspected all results of smaller PTGs and took random samples from larger PTGs. The major application of our MHP analyses is for detection of data races. A data race may appear if there are two tasks t, t that might run in parallel and where there is an instruction in t, and one in t such that both may access the same memory address, and at least one instruction is a write. On each pair of tasks obtained from our MHP analyses we ran our Racer tool on the code for the tasks, checking for memory conflicts. Racer uses Steensgaard's pointer analysis to detect possible aliasing. During the experiment, our analyses reported 12052 MHP task-pairs (after duplicates removal). Thus, the Racer tool had 12052 test-cases for race detection and it reported 39 potential data races after nearly 9.5 hours of computation to analyse 36.57 MLOC code. Note that Racer is not optimized, in the sense that a task appearing in multiple MHP pairs is analysed multiple times with respect to memory accesses; we expect Racer to be much faster after removing this redundant analysis.
VIII. APPLICABILITY TO OTHER COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
Our theoretical development is not limited to the computational model that we describe in Section II. We can in fact analyse subclasses of other programming models from which it is possible to extract PTGs, such as Cilk [24] or X10 [25] . In the following, we provide a brief introduction to X10 followed by an illustration on how to generate PTGs from X10 code samples; our analyses can be applied to the generated PTGs.
X10 is a class-based object-oriented programming language designed for high-performance, high-productivity computing [25] . X10 targets program execution on a wide range of computers such as multi-core processors, large clusters of parallel processors, hardware accelerators, embedded processors and supercomputers. The concept of place is central to the language. A place is conceptually a computational unit with a finite number of threads called activities having an uniform access to a finite amount of shared memory. The global address space is divided into multiple places. X10 provides various concurrency constructs such as creating and synchronising parallel activities, enforcing mutual exclusion, and synchronising parallel activities through barriers. In the following, we briefly illustrate some of the concurrency constructs of X10:
• async S -creates a new child activity to execute S asynchronously at the place of the parent activity. Execution returns immediately to the parent activity meaning that the remaining instructions of the parent activity and the newly created activity may run in parallel.
• finish S -it guarantees that the parent activity must wait after the finish for all the child activities created within S to terminate. • atomic S -the atomic construct executes S atomically pretending a single-step execution. It offers the mutual exclusive operation by multiple parallel activities to shared data located at the same place. However, S may not spawn another activity of use blocking statement such as finish.
• async clocked(cl) S -the language supports the synchronisation of dynamically varying collection of activities through the clocks that act as barriers. This statement creates an asynchronous activity to execute S; its execution should be synchronised with other activities that are registered with the clock cl. A single clock may have several phases of barriers and the instruction Clock.advanceAll() executed by an activity causes it to synchronise at this phase and the remaining instructions of the activity should synchronise to the next phase. Let us now see how we can generate PTGs from X10 code samples. The code in Fig. 12(a) illustrates the async-finish parallelism in X10. The parent activity is creating an asynchronous child activity preceded by a finish command. So, the child activity and the remaining instruction of the parent activity inside the finish block should synchronise their execution. We create the corresponding PTG in Fig. 12(b) such that the instructions of the parent activity are divided into three tasks: (i) task-1 contains all the instructions before the finish block, (ii) task-2 contains the instructions inside the finish block but excluding the async instruction, and (iii) task-3 includes the remaining instructions of the parent activity. After task-1, we create a barrier node to fork an asynchronous activity due to the async command, and task-2. Task-2 and the asynchronous task should synchronise their execution due to the finish command, and task-3 should be forked from a barrier node, after which it should run to completion. Fig. 13(a) depicts an example of clock-based synchronisation in which the parent activity invokes a child activity to be synchronised with the parent due to the finish command. The child activity invokes two asynchronous activities A and B, which are registered to the clock cl. Both activities should advance their execution in three different phases. The corresponding PTG in Fig. 13 (b) depicts this scenario in which both activities A and B are divided into three subtasks A i and B i for i ∈ [1..3]. The sequence of executions is the following: both A 1 and B 1 are invoked from the same barrier node and joined at the same join node; the join node is connected with a barrier node forking A 2 and B 2 , and the process is repeated for A 3 , and B 3 .
We now consider a more complex code in which async and atomic instructions are inside the loops, as in Fig. 14(a) . We need to extend the node types used in Def. 1 in order to deal with this problem. The join nodes in Def. 1 merge parallel control flow. However, the code in Fig. 14(a) requires merging sequential control flow as well. We thus introduce an additional join node type sjoin such that a sjoin node merges multiple sequential control flow edges with the semantics that control transfers to its sucessor node immediately if the sjoin node is reached via one of its predecessor nodes. In Fig. 14(b) , nodes J 1 , J 2 , J 4 are the sjoin nodes. In previous examples, we divided the instructions of an activity into one or more subtasks; this can not be done here. Either the loop instruction should belong to a single subtask or it should be broken apart. Due to the existence of the async instruction in the loop body, the loop instruction cannot belong to a single subtask. Here, we model the two loop instructions by the conditional nodes C 1 , C 2 and C 3 of the PTG shown in Fig. 14(b) .
The async instruction is creating a child activity and the remaining instruction of the parent activity (in the inner for loop) is atomic. Thus, we create two subtasks T 1 and T 2 corresponding to these instructions, which are forked from a single barrier. Subtask T 2 is connected to the conditional node C 3 via a sjoin node J 2 through a feedback loop. Node C 3 represents the conditional part of the inner for loop. Thus, as long as j ≤ n is evaluated true, subtasks T 1 and T 2 are spawned, and continues to the next iteration when T 2 finishes. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 13. (a) X10 code containing clock-based synchronisation primitives, (b) PTG representation of the X10 code in Fig. (a) .
The false edge of C 3 and the barrier node B are connected with the join node J 3 . The node B ensures that all subtasks T 1 terminates when j ≤ n is evaluated false. This is due to the finish construct, as the parent activity should wait for any child activity to terminate when executed inside a finish block.
The condition of the inner for loop is modeled by two condition nodes C 2 and C 3 . The false edge of C 2 ensures that no subtasks T 1 and T 2 are ever created. The true edge of C 2 is connected with the subgraph modeling the body of the inner for loop. The sjoin node J 4 merges both branches of C 2 and followed by the task node incrementing the outer loop counter. The subtask incrementing the outer loop counter is connected through a feedback loop to the conditional node C 1 through the sjoin node J 1 representing the conditional part of the outer for loop. Now, in order to perform our analyses, we simply consider that (i) the kill and gen sets of any sjoin node are empty, and (ii) the subtasks T k are multi-task nodes creating multiple instances of themselves for k = 1, 2. Then, we can use Algorithm 1 to infer all task-level parallelism.
The resulting PTG in Fig. 14(b) contains cycles. This poses some challenges for the expected properties of PTGs as well as the MHP analysis. The main cause is that in a PTG with cycles, the same task node may be executed several times. This can create new opportunities for concurrent executions of tasks, which may violate the expected properties of PTGs and thus may render the current MHP analysis unsound. For the example in Fig. 14 the analysis will yield a sound result, given the modifications in the analysis indicated above.
However it is not hard to come up with examples of cyclic PTGs where, for instance, different executions of the same task will trigger the concurrent execution of tasks in both branches from a conditional node thus violating the mutual exclusivity of these branches. In such situations the current MHP analysis will be unsound. There are two ways to deal with this situation:
• modify the MHP analysis in order to be sound also in the presence of several executions of the same task, or
• define rules for ''well-formedness'' of cyclic PTGs such that the important properties of acyclic PTGs, like precedence and mutual exclusivity of task executions, hold also for the cyclic PTGs under consideration. It is of particular interest if translations into PTGs from other parallel models can be shown to always yield wellformed PTGs.
We leave the investigations of these issues as future work.
IX. RELATED WORK
Execution order of statements in parallel or concurrent programs is inherently related to inferring MHP information. Some early works on inferring execution order of statements from concurrent programs are due to Bristow et al. [26] , and Callahan and Subhlok [27] . They considered a computational model in which there are specific synchronisation points in the program. Duesterwald and Soffa [28] extended the work of Callahan and Subhlok to infer non-concurrency analysis in the rendezvous model that addressed the interprocedural effects on the concurrency analysis. This was later extended by Masticola and Ryder [18] to handle binary semaphores, and applied iterative refinement techniques to obtain more precise results. Naumovich and Avrunin [17] presented a conservative approach of computing the MHP facts for programs consisting of rendezvous-like synchronisations. It works on a trace flow graph, which is a forest of control-flow graphs adding special communication nodes and edges for synchronous communication. Later, they extended their work together with Clarke [8] to handle the concurrency model of java. All these works apply data-flow analysis techniques to infer the MHP information once the parallel control-flow is generated. The complexity of these approaches are mostly due to different kinds of synchronisation primitives, which either create too many synchronisation points or complicate the generation parallel control-flow. In our case, we take advantage of the high-level software design to generate parallel control-flow of task-graphs; however, the complexity of our approach comes from the parallel execution of multiple task-graphs, the parallel execution of actors, and the communication between actors and task-graphs. Albert et al. [29] proposed MHP analysis for concurrent objects. They used abstract interpretation [30] based techniques to infer local (method-level) MHP information followed by constructing MHP graph and solving the reachability problem to infer global MHP information. Their method is sound, and the worst-case computational complexity is cubic with respect to the number of nodes in the MHP graph. This work was further extended (i) in [31] that takes into account the interprocedural synchronisation that prevails in most concurrent languages, and (ii) in [7] that includes a proof of soundness, and an improvement of accuracy for conditional statements. With respect to our solution, our computational model is different from theirs and their solution is not applicable to it. We applied a data-flow analysis technique which has lower order polynomial complexity to infer MHP facts from PTGs. Moreover, analysing multiple PTGs executing in parallel is done by inferring nonconcurrency analysis, and dependencies among task-graphs and actors are inferred by generating specific context-free grammars from the system code followed by enumerating strings from the generated grammar.
Agarwal et al. [4] proposed static MHP analysis of X10 programs. These programs may contain concurrency primitives such as async, finish, and atomic that allows them to devise more precise and efficient algorithms based on traversing the Program Structure Tree. In doing so, they first perform a Never-Execute-In-Parallel analysis followed by a Place-Equivalence analysis that decides whether all instances of two given operations execute at the same place. Lee et al. [5] proposed algorithms for static MHP analysis of X10 like languages consisting of async-finish parallelism and procedures. They solve the MHP decision problem in linear time by reducing the program to constrained dynamic pushdown networks. The MHP computation problem is solved by running a type-based analysis followed by utilising the MHP decision algorithm to refine the results. Even though async-finish parallel constructs have some similarity with barrier-based synchronisation, nevertheless, our computational model is not comparable with the parallel computational model of X10 and their type-based analysis technique is different from ours, which uses data-flow analysis inferring partial order relations and deriving context-free grammars.
To summarize, existing MHP analyses differ either by the computational model of the targeted language, or by the kinds of synchronisation constructs used by the language.
X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Parallel programming is idiosyncratically more complex than sequential programming. Methodological aids are essential for developers to ensure the safety and liveness properties of parallel applications such as data race detection, termination analysis, deadlock detection, resource analysis, and determinism checking. A crucial preparation activity for these analyses is the MHP analysis, which identifies pairs of tasks runnable in parallel. In this paper, we introduce a novel MHP analysis tailored to a computational model based on taskgraphs and actors. Moreover, we provide a UML profile specific for this computational model, both for modelling graphs and for back-propagating analysis results to the modelled graphs for further investigation.
We developed a data-flow analysis technique applicable to parallel control-flow structures that can infer all MHP facts from individual task graphs. Our technique can be applied to parallel graphs obtained from other programming languages for inferring properties not only limited to MHP facts. We have shown by examples how to transform X10 code into parallel task-graphs, on which our analysis is directly applicable. In our computational model, actors and task-graphs may involve in direct or indirect communication either by transmitting asynchronous messages or acting on the received messages. These message transfer events restrict task-level parallelism due to dependencies between tasks but increase the flow of information among task-graphs. We generate a context-free grammar (CFG) of the system and enumerate all valid strings from the generated CFG that represent all communication information among parallel task-graphs. Our data-flow analysis technique is extended by utilising the obtained communication information and via inferring nonconcurrency among tasks to generate all MHP facts from the underlying system. We have described the theoretical worstcase asymptotic complexity of the algorithms conceived by our solution. We obtained a polynomial time complexity for analysing a single PTG, and exponential time complexity for analysing n PTGs. However, by statically determining the maximum number of PTGs that can run in parallel, exponential time complexity can be reduced to higher order polynomial time complexity.
We implemented the algorithms, and evaluated them on a set of real-world signal processing applications from the telecom domain consisting of 36.57 MLOC, representing 232 different tasks. The analysis required approximately 7 minutes to identify all communication information, and 10.5 minutes to generate 12052 pairs of tasks running in parallel. Our Racer tool took around 9.5 hours to identify 39 potential data races from 36.57 MLOC, which shows that the analysis can scale to realistic applications.
As a future work, our plan is to transform other programming models into task models and analyse them through our methods, as well as to develop other analyses, based on our data-flow analysis technique, to infer other kinds of program properties from parallel applications.
